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権力の終焉
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The Revenge of Power

2022-02-22

named one of the new yorker s best books of 2022 an authoritative and
intelligent portrait of the global spread of authoritarianism and its dangers
what sets this work apart from books like timothy snyder s on tyranny and
michiko kakutani s the death of truth is its unusually comprehensive armada of
facts about the international drift over the past two decades toward
authoritarian leaders whether old style dictators like kim jong un or nominally
elected presidents like vladimir putin kirkus an urgent thrilling and original
look at the future of democracy that illuminates one of the most important
battles of our time the future of freedom and how to contain and defeat the
autocrats mushrooming around the world in his bestselling book the end of power
moisés naím examined power diluting forces in the revenge of power naím turns
to the trends conditions technologies and behaviors that are contributing to
the concentration of power and to the clash between those forces that weaken
power and those that strengthen it he concentrates on the three p s populism
polarization and post truths all of which are as old as time but are combined
by today s autocrats to undermine democratic life in new and frightening ways
power has not changed but the way people go about gaining it and using it has
been transformed the revenge of power is packed with alluring characters
riveting stories about power grabs and losses and vivid examples of the tricks
and tactics used by autocrats to counter the forces that are weakening their
power it connects the dots between global events and political tactics that
when taken together show a profound and often stealthy transformation in power
and politics worldwide using the best available data and insights taken from
recent research in the social sciences naím reveals how on close examination
the same set of strategies to consolidate power pop up again and again in
places with vastly different political economic and social circumstances and
offers insights about what can be done to ensure that freedom and democracy
prevail the outcomes of these battles for power will determine if our future
will be more autocratic or more democratic naím addresses the questions at the
heart of the matter why is power concentrating in some places while in others
it is fragmenting and degrading and the big question what is the future of
freedom

Illicit

2006-10-10

a groundbreaking investigation of how illicit commerce is changing the world by
transforming economies reshaping politics and capturing governments in this
fascinating and comprehensive examination of the underside of globalization
moises naím illuminates the struggle between traffickers and the hamstrung
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bureaucracies trying to control them from illegal migrants to drugs to weapons
to laundered money to counterfeit goods the black market produces enormous
profits that are reinvested to create new businesses enable terrorists and even
to take over governments naím reveals the inner workings of these amazingly
efficient international organizations and shows why it is so hard and so
necessary to contain them riveting and deeply informed illicit will change how
you see the world around you

Summary of Moises Naim's The End of Power

2021-05-09

buy now to get the key takeaways from moises naim s the end of power sample key
takeaways 1 power is simply defined as the ability to make others do or stop
doing something power as we know it today is undergoing a huge transformation
one which has potential to change history and the world 2 power is changing
because it is no longer solely in the hands of the big players in the world as
in large institutions or organizations it s slowly seeping out into the hands
of other smaller players

Latin America's Journey to the Market

1995

political and economic reform is at the top of national agendas around the
world this book based on moises naim s participation in the venezuelan reform
experience and as executive director at the world bank raises questions and
explores problems crucial to achieving national reform strategies naim s lucid
analysis grapples with the problems of dealing with entrenched interests bent
on derailing reform allaying the corrosive effects of corruption and public
outcry over inequitable burdens coping with the political instability brought
on by decimated public institutions managing the impact of reforms on the
military establishment and mobilizing public support for measures as essential
as they are painful the heady days of revolution are gone and these and other
dilemmas now confront besieged reform governments everywhere the problem of
managing these in the real world is the subject this book tackles

Paper Tigers and Minotaurs

2013-01-25

��������������� ��������������������������������� ���������

スクエア・アンド・タワー（上）

2019-12-06

we know that power is shifting from west to east and north to south from
presidential palaces to public squares from once formidable corporate behemoths
to nimble startups and slowly but surely from men to women but power is not
merely shifting and dispersing it is also decaying those in power today are
more constrained in what they can do with it and more at risk of losing it than
ever before in the end of power award winning columnist and former foreign
policy editor moisés naím illuminates the struggle between once dominant
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megaplayers and the new micropowers challenging them in

The End of Power

2013

this book is a compilation of very personal approaches to mentoring and
sponsoring breaking the stereotypes of seniority age or experience the authors
have provided a platform to understand that mentoring and especially sponsoring
are in fact a win win relation in which both sides mentors and mentees and
sponsors and sponsored individuals learn from each other enhancing their career
paths how they managed to create a growth space for themselves and their teams
through mentoring and sponsoring is a story of professional leadership they
shared a privileged outlook to understand the root causes of barriers as well
as to envision plausible solutions for difficult career crossroads in which
mentorship or sponsoring was key to steer step changes the authors propose not
only their vision but a remarkable collection of unfiltered interviews with
young and renown professionals in many sectors from photography to music
research sports energy and more completing a vision of what is key for both
sides of the equation pertinent to mentoring and sponsoring the givers and the
receivers they explain what is needed to gain the most out of the mentoring and
sponsoring loops with their own career stories success is supported by many
factors in which the most important are the technical competency and
performance aligned with resilience however in the long path of a career
mentors and particularly sponsors play a foundational and frequently a changing
life role improving our perspective or triggering reflections and actions that
benefitted our journeys at work and in life this book provides insights on what
works for an effective mentoring and sponsoring process it is useful for all
professionals especially those starting their career journeys

Parameters

2014

siempre han existido contrabandistas traficantes y piratas pero nunca como en
los últimos tiempos con la capacidad de operar a nivel mundial conectando los
lugares más remotos del planeta y las capitales más cosmopolitas a la velocidad
de internet o de sus jets privados con un poder económico que mueve más del 10
del comercio mundial diez veces más que hace una década y sobre todo con un
poder político inédito hasta ahora nunca antes los criminales habían sido tan
globales tan ricos ni tan políticamente influyentes moisés naím expone en este
libro la contundente tesis de que los traficantes están cambiando el mundo el
autor uno de los más prestigiosos analistas internacionales desvela por qué
ningún gobierno ha podido contener el crecimiento de este comercio ilícito y
lleva al lector a entornos inexplorados que muestran gráficamente las fuerzas
tecnológicas económicas sociales culturales y políticas que dan forma a este
siglo xxi por qué ha aumentado de manera espectacular el comercio ilícito de
armas órganos humanos drogas falsificaciones de lujo y personas cómo se explica
que el vendedor ambulante de imitaciones de gucci sea tan ilegal como su
mercancía cómo se conectan las redes de tráfico humano con las de relojes
falsos o bufandas de hermès pirateadas escrito con gran pulso narrativo este
ensayo es una obra llena de datos sorprendentes y nombres propios un panorama
mundial casi desconocido que nos permite comprender cómo el incesante aumento
del comercio ilícito internacional no solo altera la economía sino que afecta a
los gobiernos y socava las bases mismas de nuestro modo de vida english
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description a groundbreaking investigation of how illicit commerce is changing
the world by transforming economies reshaping politics and capturing
governments in this fascinating and comprehensive examination of the underside
of globalization moises naím illuminates the struggle between traffickers and
the hamstrung bureaucracies trying to control them from illegal migrants to
drugs to weapons to laundered money to counterfeit goods the black market
produces enormous profits that are reinvested to create new businesses enable
terrorists and even to take over governments naím reveals the inner workings of
these amazingly efficient international organizations and shows why it is so
hard and so necessary to contain them riveting and deeply informed illicit will
change how you see the world around you

Mentoring and Sponsoring

2020-11-11

the recently adopted oecd convention outlawing bribery of foreign public
officials is welcome evidence of how much progress has been made in the battle
against corruption the financial crisis in east asia is an indication of how
much remains to be done corruption is by no means a new issue but it has only
recently emerged as a global issue with the end of the cold war the pace and
breadth of the trends toward democratization and international economic
integration accelerated and expanded globally yet corruption could slow or even
reverse these trends potentially threatening economic development and political
stability in some countries as the global implications of corruption have grown
so has the impetus for international action to combat it in addition to efforts
in the oecd the organization of american states the world trade organization
and the united nations general assembly the world bank and the international
monetary fund have both begun to emphasize corruption as an impediment to
economic development this book includes a chapter by the chairman of the oecd
working group on bribery discussing the evolution of the oecd convention and
what is needed to make it effective other chapters address the causes and
consequences of corruption including the impact on investment and growth and
the role of multinational corporations in discouraging bribery the final
chapter summarizes and also discusses some of the other anticorruption
initiatives that either have been or should be adopted by governments
multilateral development banks and other international organizations

Ilícito: Cómo traficantes, contrabandistas y piratas
están cambiando el mundo / Illicit

2022-07-26

perspectives on the security of singapore the first 50 years explores the
security of singapore in the last 50 years and its possible trajectories into
the future this volume brings together the diverse perspectives of a team of
academics with different expertise ranging from history to political science to
security studies with a common interest in singapore the book is further
boosted by the recollections of key civil servants involved with foreign
affairs and defence such as s r nathan peter ho bilahari kausikan and philip
yeo contents introductionpart 1 singapore s conception of security ang cheng
guan national security and singapore an assessment norman vasu and bernard loo
deliquescent security threats singapore in the era of hyper globalisation alan
chong singapore and global governance free rider or responsible stakeholder tan
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see seng the challenge of strategic intelligence for the singapore armed forces
kwa chong guan desecuritisation and after desecuritisation the water issue in
singapore malaysia relations s r joey long singapore s security in the context
of singapore malaysia indonesia relations bilveer singh singapore s relations
with malaysia and indonesia theophilus kwek and joseph chinyong liow
international missions of the singapore armed forces how far would you go katie
tan and ong weichong why the fpda still matters to singapore ralf emmers
singapore in asean s quest toward a security community mely caballero anthony
singapore and the great powers khong yuen foong the changing terrorist threat
landscape in singapore rohan gunaratna managing religious diversity in
singapore context and challenges mohammad alami musa and mohamed imran mohamed
taib part 2 personal reminiscencessafeguarding singapore s security defence and
diplomacy s r nathan organising for national security the singapore experience
peter ho pragmatic adaptation not grand strategy shaped singapore foreign
policy bilahari kausikan dr goh keng swee and the building of singapore s
defence industrial capability philip yeo conclusion strategic certainties
facing singapore in 2065 barry desker readership undergraduate and graduate
students researchers and academics and general public interested in security
studies in general and in singapore key features this is possibly the first
scholarly collective effort book on the subject of security of singaporethe
contributors are academics within and associated with the s rajaratnam school
of international studies rsis the only school cum think tank that specialises
in security issues in singaporethe contributors include former top civil
servants who played a significant role in the shaping and conduct of singapore
s foreign and defence policieskeywords security foreign policy singapore

Corruption and the Global Economy

1997

una compilación de los mejores artículos de moisés naím uno de los analistas
más agudos del panorama internacional sobre los últimos y más trascendentes
cambios que ha experimentado el mundo muchos se conforman con la versión simple
y estereotipada de un suceso buenos y malos decentes e inmorales ricos y pobres
quienes quieren saber más leen a moisés naím yoani sánchez desde hace años
moisés naím ocupa la posición de observador global en las páginas de numerosos
diarios y ha tratado todas las grandes crisis y las pequeñas transformaciones
que están configurando el sorprendente mundo del siglo xxi el auge y los
tropezones de china los límites sobrevenidos de los poderosos la recesión
económica global y su titubeante recuperación los problemas que afronta una
europa envejecida dividida e insegura el retorno de las identidades este libro
recoge sus mejores columnas de los últimos cinco años escritas bajo cuatro
principios fundamentales sorprender conectar voltear e informar el resultado es
un extraordinario recorrido por noventa y nueve sorpresas que nos hacen
repensar el mundo en que vivimos english description a compilation of the best
articles by moisés naím one of the most astute analysts in the world about the
latest and most important changes that the world has undergone many people
settle for the simple stereotyped version of an event good and bad decent and
immoral rich and poor those who want to know more read moisés naím yoani
sánchez for years moisés naím holds the position of global observer in several
daily papers and has dealt with the big crises and the small transformations
that are making up the surprising world of the 21st century the rise and
missteps of china the sudden limits of the powerful the global economic
recession and its stuttering recovery the problems facing an aging divided and
insecure europe repensar el mundo111 sorpresas del siglo xxi rethink the world
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111 surprises from the 21st centurythe reversal of identities this book gathers
the best columns from the past five years written under four guiding principles
surprise connect turn things around and inform the result is an extraordinary
tour through 111 surprises that make us rethink the world in which we live

Perspectives on the Security of Singapore

2015-07-22

contenido las guerras que estamos perdiendo los contrabandistas globales están
cambiando el mundo el supermercado de armas cortas y bombas grandes no hay
negocio como el de la droga el comercio global de ideas robadas los
blanqueadores de dinero qué hacen los gobiernos ciudadanos contra delincuentes
por qué estamos perdiendo qué hacer hacia donde va el mundo

Repensar el mundo - 111 sorpresas del siglo XXI /
Rethink the World: 111 Surprises from the 21st
Century

2016-08-30

in distant proximities one of america s senior scholars presents a work of
sweeping vision that addresses the dizzying anxieties of the post cold war post
september 11th world

Ilícito

2006

look to brazil for safe stable investments as the future of the american
economy seems to get bleaker by the day it is tempting to look abroad for
business opportunities europe and asia don t provide much hope but what about
somewhere that s both closer to home and sunny year round in brazil is the new
america how brazil offers upward mobility in a collapsing world james d
davidson shows that the current financial situation in brazil is a haven for
those looking to make money in a world in turmoil with a population just 62
percent the size of that of the us brazil has added 15 023 633 jobs over the
past eight years while the us has lost millions in a world burdened by bankrupt
governments and aging populations brazil is solvent with two people of working
age for every dependent in a world of peak oil brazil is energy independent
with 70 billion barrels of oil 60 of the world s unused arable land and 15 of
its fresh water comparatively non leveraged and with significant room for
growth and expansion as well as vast natural resources brazil is a haven of
opportunity written by james d davidson the editor publisher of strategic
investment and cofounder of agora and the media outlet newsmax brazil is the
new america details how the original america now embodies the brightest hope
for realizing the american dream while the old america is headed for a dramatic
decline in the standard of living investment opportunities not only for those
willing to relocate but anyone who can consider investing there the cost
structure of employment in brazil versus the united states brazil has already
learned its lesson about the dangers of inflation cash has taken the place of
credit and high interest rate returns are now the norm
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Distant Proximities

2003-03-30

offers a comprehensive exploration of transnational law and advances a
framework for investigating transnational regulatory institutions

Brazil Is the New America

2012-07-31

casebook on international and transnational criminal law

Transnational Law

2022-09-08

history textbooks typically list 1945 1990 as the cold war years but it is
clear that tensions from that period are still influencing world politics today
while much attention is given to political and social responses to those first
nuclear threats none has been given to the reactions of christian churches
north american churches and the cold war offers the first systematic reflection
on the diverse responses of canadian and american churches to potential nuclear
disaster a mix of scholars and church leaders the contributors analyze the
anxieties dilemmas and hopes that christian churches felt as world war ii gave
way to the nuclear age as they faced either nuclear annihilation or peaceful
reconciliation christians were forced to take stands on such issues as war
communism and their relationship to christians in eastern europe as we continue
to navigate the nuclear era this book provides insight into chris tian
responses to future adversities and conflicts contributors william alexander
blaikie james christie nicholas denysenko gary dorrien mark thomas edwards
peter eisenstadt jill k gill michael graziano barbara green raymond haberski jr
jeremy hatfield gordon l heath d oliver herbel norman hjelm daniel g hummel
dianne kirby leonid kishkovsky nadieszda kizenko john lindner david little
joseph loya paul mojzes andrei v psarev bruce rigdon walter sawatsky axel r
schäfer todd scribner gayle thrift steven m tipton frederick trost lucian
turcescu charles west james e will lois wilson

International and Transnational Criminal Law

2023-09

60 interviews from the washington diplomat give insights into the forces
intersecting and reflecting in the world today

North American Churches and the Cold War

2018-08-23

a highly perceptive analysis of the crisis of leadership in 21st century
america written in an exhilaratingly readable style archie brown oxford
university author of the myth of the strong leader selected by choice as an
outstanding academic book leadership has never played a more prominent role in
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america s national discourse and yet our opinions of leaders are at all time
lows private sector leaders are widely seen as greedy to the point of being
corrupt public sector leaders are viewed as incompetent to the point of being
inept and levels of trust in government have plummeted as the title of this
book conveys leaders in america are experiencing hard times barbara kellerman
argues that we focus on leaders and even on followers while ignoring an
essential element of leadership context this book is a corrective it enables
leaders to track the terrain that they must navigate in order to create change
rather than a handy dandy manual on what to do and how to do it hard times is
structured as a checklist twenty four brief sections cover key aspects of the
american landscape they trace evolutions and revolutions that have revised our
norms transformed our populations and institutions and shifted our culture
kellerman s crash course on context reveals how significant it is to leadership
clearer still is the fact that leadership is more difficult than it has ever
been it is context that explains why leadership is so fraught with frustration
and it is context that makes evident why leadership will be better exercised if
it is better understood calling out patterns that emerge from the checklist
kellerman challenges leaders to do better this fascinating read will change the
way that all of us think about leadership while compelling us to consider what
it means for our future finally a book that explains why leadership is so hard
thought provoking examples taken from business and government alike sydney
finkelstein tuck school of business author of why smart executives fail

Washington Diplomacy

2007

andrew harrison has expertly authored this engaging text on the business
environment offering theoretical rigour along with a truly global focus and an
understanding of the economic dimensions of the subject the text takes a unique
approach exploring the business environment at different spatial levels global
international national and regional in different dimensions culture ethics
internationalization markets technology and risk and in the main geopolitical
regions europe the americas asia and africa the text is packed with up to date
case studies that demonstrate how international companies are affected by and
deal with serious global issues ranging from the arab uprising to the growing
influence of the bric countries practical insights interspersed in each chapter
provide balanced commentary on the key issues and topics discussed with further
research being prompted by related questions the text is accompanied by an
online resource centre which includes for students chapter and case study
updates emerging issues annotated web links ideas for research topics for
lecturers lecture notes powerpoint slides assignment scenarios and questions
guidance on discussion questions and cases figures and tables from the text

Hard Times

2014-10-15

universities have stood for 900 years in western culture with most of their
institutional structures essentially unchanged they still serve three basic
functions educating the faculty teaching students and gathering knowledge
funding is and always has been the main difficulty within universities and most
of the problems critics point to can be traced to a lack of it universities it
seems are always in crisis the authors demonstrate that universities are in
fact doing well they generate an immense amount of research and drive the
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development of new technologies on the whole faculty members teach pretty well
and students are in fact learning at least something and the challenges of
inadequate funding are faced with adequate success

Business Environment in a Global Context

2016-10-14

multilateral development banks mdbs are increasingly expected to address
environmental issues in their economic development lending yet the banks have
been accused of failing to implement their own environmental policies thereby
contributing to environmental degradation in borrowing countries in this book
tamar gutner analyzes the environmental policies of three mdbs the world bank
the european bank for reconstruction and development and the european
investment bank she compares their performance in central and eastern europe
where the need for economic and environmental reform has been particularly
urgent and where these mdbs are among the largest donors gutner finds many
obstacles to efforts to green the three banks most notably a mismatch between
the environmental mandates and existing patterns of institutional design and
incentives the depth and scope of the banks green activities reflect the degree
of shareholder commitment to environmental issues and how demand driven the mdb
is designed to be surprisingly the world bank the most scrutinized and
criticized of the three mdbs has been rather more responsive than its
counterparts to its environmental mandate in the region the discussion is
framed by larger explorations of the behavior of international organizations
and the sources of their innovation and inertia in addressing new policy issues
gutner demonstrates the need to examine the impact of different stages of the
policy process on new mandates and to incorporate both political and
institutional variables when developing theories about the behavior of
international institutions

Campus Crisis

2017-06-30

el poder está cambiando de manos de grandes ejércitos disciplinados a caóticas
bandas de insurgentes de gigantescas corporaciones a ágiles emprendedores de
los palacios presidenciales a las plazas públicas pero también está cambiando
en sí mismo cada vez es más difícil de ejercer y más fácil de perder el
resultado como afirma el prestigioso analista internacional moisés naím es que
los líderes actuales tienen menos poder que sus antecesores y que el potencial
para que ocurran cambios repentinos y radicales sea mayor que nunca en el fin
del poder naím describe la lucha entre los grandes actores antes dominantes y
los nuevos micropoderes que ahora les desafían en todos los ámbitos de la
actividad humana la energía iconoclasta de los micropoderes puede derrocar
dictadores acabar con los monopolios y abrir nuevas e increíbles oportunidades
pero también puede conducir al caos y la parálisis a partir de estudios nuevos
y provocadores y de su experiencia en asuntos internacionales naím explica cómo
el fin del poder está remodelando el mundo en que vivimos el fin del poder
cambiará tu manera de leer las noticias tu manera de pensar en política y tu
manera de mirar al mundo william jefferson clinton este libro fascinante debe
provocar un debate sobre cómo gobernar un mundo en el que cada vez participan
más personas foreign affairs un libro oportuno y perdurable booklist un libro
inteligente heterodoxo ilustrativo e innovador zbigniew brzezinski english
description mark zuckerberg s inaugural pick for his year of books challenge
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the end of power updates the very notion of power for the 21st century power we
know is shifting from west to east and north to south from presidential palaces
to public squares from once formidable corporate behemoths to nimble startups
and slowly but surely from men to women but power is not merely dispersing it
is also decaying those in power today are more constrained in what they can do
with it and more at risk of losing it than ever before in the end of power
award winning columnist and former foreign policy editor moisés naím
illuminates the struggle between once dominant megaplayers and the new
micropowers challenging them in every field of human endeavor drawing on
provocative original research naím shows how the antiestablishment drive of
micropowers can topple tyrants dislodge monopolies and open remarkable new
opportunities but it can also lead to chaos and paralysis naím deftly covers
the seismic changes underway in business religion education within families and
in all matters of war and peace examples abound in all walks of life in 1977
eighty nine countries were ruled by autocrats while today more than half the
world s population lives in democracies ceo s are more constrained and have
shorter tenures than their predecessors modern tools of war cheaper and more
accessible make it possible for groups like hezbollah to afford their own
drones in the second half of 2010 the top ten hedge funds earned more than the
world s largest six banks combined those in power retain it by erecting
powerful barriers to keep challengers at bay today insurgent forces dismantle
those barriers more quickly and easily than ever only to find that they
themselves become vulnerable in the process in this accessible and captivating
book naím offers a revolutionary look at the inevitable end of power and shows
how it will change your world

Banking on the Environment

2002-08-16

this selection of influential articles traces our evolving understanding of
transnational organized crime paradigm shifts from the alien conspiracy focused
research to the more nuanced focused scholarship on markets and networks
culminating in a focus on enablers of transnational crimes and evaluations of
harm from transnational crimes the selected essays and articles reflect the way
in which politics economics and social factors have impacted on scholarly
thinking and the introduction also highlights the many authors and
professionals who have been influential in this field this volume is an
essentialone stop resource for lecturers and students interested in all aspects
of transnational organized crime

Funding Requests for the International Monetary Fund

1997

the law of journalism and mass communication is the media law text your
students will want to read esteemed authors robert trager susan dente ross and
amy reynolds tailor this text to the needs of future journalists and media
professionals they provide a current and comprehensive survey of media law and
its effects on mass communication complete with real world landmark court
rulings in context scenarios from significant cases cutting edge research
photographs and feature boxes that offer snapshots of media law in practice to
spark classroom discussion and encourage critical thinking this thoroughly
revised fifth edition includes a sharp focus on how the law applies to
newsgathering and dissemination in the digital age it offers new social media
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law boxes new case excerpts and new features to keep students abreast of the
latest developments in the law and its application

The World Bank

1995

according to many economists the increasing mobility of capital across borders
has made it more costly to peg exchange rates this phenomenon has contributed
to some of the more famous examples of exchange rate crises in recent times
such as the mexican peso crisis in 1994 and the asian financial crisis in 1997
yet despite the increasing costs of pegging in today s accelerated financial
markets some developing countries try to maintain a peg for as long as they can
this work is the first to theorize the role of bankers as a domestic interest
group involved in exchange rate policy it adds to our understanding of how
interest groups affect economic policy in developing countries and explains why
some of the largest and fastest growing economies in the developing world were
the most prone to crisis the volume also refines our understanding of the
hollowing out thesis the argument that increasing capital mobility is forcing
states to abandon pegging

El fin del poder / The End of Power

2014-02-25

the world financial crisis of 1997 99 was the most important international
economic event since the oil shocks of the 1970s and the associated debt crisis
of the 1980s what were its political causes and consequences in particular how
did interest group coalitions and political institutions affect pre crisis
economic policies and post crisis responses this book focuses on how
policymaking coalitions are formed and how political institutions mediate the
pressure of rival coalitions this approach is applied to 13 countries drawn
from the main crisis affected regions of the world economy east asia southeast
asia latin america and eastern europe

Transnational Organized Crime

2017-07-05

this volume brings together market practitioners policymakers development
specialists and academics from developed and emerging market countries to
examine the underlying causes of the asian financial crisis and ways of
preventing future crises in emerging markets contents of the volume include the
asian crisis causes and consequences by richard cooper harvard university a
closer look at equity flows to emerging markets by michael barth capital
markets development department the world bank and konstantinos tsatsaronis
monetary and economic department bank for international settlements corporate
governance and the treatment of minority shareholders by kenneth scott stanford
law school foreign investment in asia by jarrod wilcox panagora asset
management the future of emerging markets investing by michael adler columbia
graduate school of business lessons of the asian crisis for latin america by
sebastian edwards university of california at los angeles global capital
markets what do they mean by ian giddy stern school of business new york
university copublished with the world bank
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The Law of Journalism and Mass Communication

2015-10-16

this study will attempt to answer the question of how can the rise in social
violence since the 1980s be explained in the oil rich nation of venezuela the
once relatively peaceful nation of venezuela has seen a dramatic rise in social
violence over the last three decades that has placed her amongst some of the
world s most dangerous countries a review of the relevant literature will
reveal that the study of a social phenomenon such as violence in a nation such
as venezuela is a complicated task because there are a number of different but
in many cases interlinked variables that contribute to the formation of this
social phenomenon therefore the conceptual framework will consist of a multi
variable analysis so that this study may go about to formulate an appropriate
explanation based on the complex causes and effects that surround this issue
however special attention will be given to the nation s developmental history
which has given way to a severe socio political crisis although special
attention will be given to this important variable no hierarchy of variables
will be established as the convoluted nature of social events makes it very
difficult to formulate one other factors that will also be analyzed as they
contribute to the rise of social violence are the nation s vast hydrocarbon
wealth which is always an outstanding variable because of its economic
importance economic reform and liberalization and the urbanization process
although there have been several studies on oil rich nations including
venezuela their economic dynamics the latin american urbanization process and
the venezuelan political crisis there is an absence of studies that include
these intervening factors in a comprehensive manner this study hopes to fill
this gap

Exchange Rate Crises in Developing Countries

2018-01-18

a nova edição de um clássico contemporâneo que se mostra atual como nunca o
mundo vem passando por uma série de transformações cada vez mais vertiginosas e
relevantes potências hegemônicas como os estados unidos têm de lidar cada vez
mais com limitações em sua atuação e as grandes companhias agora enfrentam a
crescente ameaça dos pequenos empreendimentos o poder na política nos negócios
e até mesmo nos campos de batalha está se tornando mais fragmentado e mais
difícil de ser mantido ao longo de o fim do poder livro fundamental de nosso
tempo que ganha agora uma nova edição o escritor venezuelano moisés naím
discute as mudanças pelas quais o mundo vem passando desde meados do século xx
e procura explicar por que o poder é hoje tão frágil e transitório examinando o
papel das novas tecnologias e identificando as forças que estão por trás dessas
transformações como toda obra de análise política e institucional numa era
vertiginosamente veloz o fim do poder lançado originalmente em 2013 corria o
risco de ser ultrapassado pelos fatos e pelas mudanças que o próprio autor
discute em suas páginas tal risco não se aplica a um livro como este e a um
autor como moisés naím não só suas análises permanecem mais atuais do que nunca
como provavelmente continuarão assim por muito tempo falar em fim do poder está
longe de significar a identificação do fim do estado das grandes empresas das
igrejas ou no limite do fim das elites À sua maneira cada um continua de pé seu
argumento central é que hoje é mais fácil obter e perder poder e é também mais
difícil usá lo o poder da forma como o conhecíamos está se esfarelando mesmo
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mais fácil de ser conquistado tornou se mais frágil mais fraco mais transitório
mais restrito o escudo que protege os poderosos agora é menos eficiente algo
real nos negócios nas questões militares na política na religião no
sindicalismo na mídia como o próprio autor escreve no prefácio seu propósito é
examinar esse processo de degradação do poder suas causas manifestações e
consequências a partir do ponto de vista dos seus efeitos não só para a pequena
minoria que mais tem e que mais manda meu interesse principal é explicar o que
significam essas tendências para todos nós e esquadrinhar de que maneira o
mundo em que vivemos está sendo reconfigurado o fim do poder é uma obra que
pode hoje sem medo de exagero ser chamado de clássico em o fim do poder moisés
naím pinta um cenário que serve como advertência aos futuros lincolns da era
moderna naím é um escritor corajoso que busca dissecar grandes questões de
novas maneiras numa época em que se criticam os governos que excedem suas
atribuições os grandes bancos os magnatas da mídia e a concentração de riqueza
devido ao poder acumulado por esses 1 no topo naím sustenta que os líderes de
todos os tipos políticos corporativos militares religiosos sindicais enfrentam
hoje problemas maiores e mais complexos sem contar porém com a mesma força de
que dispunham no passado wall street journal este livro fascinante deverá
despertar um debate sobre como governar o mundo numa época em que cada vez mais
pessoas estão no comando foreign affairs na minha experiência como presidente
do brasil observei em primeira mão muitas das tendências que naím identifica
neste livro mas ele as descreve de uma maneira ao mesmo tempo original e
prazerosa de ler todos aqueles que têm poder ou desejam tê lo deveriam ler este
livro fernando henrique cardoso

The Political Economy of International Financial
Crisis

2001

this book by a leading scholar of international relations examines the origins
of the new world disorder the resurgence of russia the rise of populism in the
west deep tensions in the atlantic alliance and the new strategic partnership
between china and russia and asks why so many assumptions about how the world
might look after the cold war liberal democratic and increasingly global have
proven to be so wrong to explain this michael cox goes back to the moment of
disintegration and examines what the cold war was about why the cold war ended
why the experts failed to predict it and how different writers and policy
makers and not just western ones have viewed the tumultuous period between 1989
when the liberal order seemed on top of the world through to the current period
when confidence in the western project seems to have disappeared almost
completely

Financial Markets and Development

2010-12-01

the third edition of international communication examines the profound changes
that have taken place and are continuing to take place at an astonishing speed
in international media and communication building on the success of previous
editions this book maps out the expansion of media and telecommunications
corporations within the macro economic context of liberalisation deregulation
and privitisation it then goes on to explore the impact of such growth on
audiences in different cultural contexts and from regional national and
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international perspectives each chapter contains engaging case studies which
exemplify the main concepts and arguments

The Political Economy of Violence

2010-10

this book offers new insights into the crucial role of investigative journalism
at a pivotal time of technological changes and upheavals it surveys innovations
and unexpected impacts of the field from past and present challenges and what
may be in store for the future of the industry the book begins by exploring the
increasingly investigative innovations in political and independent reporting
along with a comparison of the rhetoric and reality of a so called golden era
of investigative journalism in the past and the present it goes on to analyse
the growth of creative and sports investigative reporting as well as the
ability of contemporary conflict journalism to overcome surmounting challenges
it also examines the capacity of groundbreaking investigations including data
reporting to expose injustices involving women indigenous communities and other
minorities in interviews with key industry and research professionals this book
presents the reactions of four media experts to the crises faced by
investigative journalism in a digital environment of escalating disinformation
legal restrictions and popular interest in the news the book concludes by
reflecting on previous and current challenges and offers insights into the
prospect for investigative journalism of the future presenting unique views on
the diversity resilience and transformative power of investigative journalism
this book will be a valuable resource to students and scholars of journalism
communication media and politics as well as professionals already operating
within the field of journalism

O Fim Do Poder - Nova Edição

2019-08

un libro para entender cómo se obtiene se usa se abusa y se pierde el poder en
el siglo xxi en todo el mundo las democracias se enfrentan a un enemigo nuevo e
implacable que no tiene ejército ni armada no procede de ningún país que
podamos señalar en un mapa porque no viene de ahí fuera sino de aquí dentro en
lugar de desafiar a las sociedades libres con la destrucción desde el exterior
amenaza con corroerlas desde el interior un peligro como este es esquivo
difícil de identificar de distinguir de describir todos lo notamos pero nos
cuesta darle nombre se derraman ríos de tinta para definir sus elementos y
características pero se nos sigue escapando nuestro deber por tanto es
nombrarlo para así comprenderlo combatirlo y derrotarlo qué es este nuevo
enemigo que atenta contra nuestra libertad nuestra prosperidad y hasta nuestra
supervivencia como sociedades democráticas la respuesta es el poder en una
forma nueva y maligna en todas las épocas ha habido una o más formas de maldad
política la que estamos viviendo hoy es una variante vengativa que imita la
democracia al tiempo que la socava y desprecia cualquier limitación parece que
el poder haya estudiado todos los controles concebidos por las sociedades
libres durante siglos para eludirlos y después contraatacar por eso puedo
afirmar que estamos ante la revancha de los poderosos english description
moisés naím s the revenge of power is an urgent thrilling and original look at
the future of democracy it illuminates one of the most important battles of our
time the future of freedom and how to contain and defeat the autocrats
mushrooming around the world in his new york times best selling book the end of
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power moisés naím examined power diluting forces in the revenge of power naím
turns to the trends conditions and behaviors that are contributing to the
concentration of power and to the clash between those forces that weaken power
and those that strengthen it he concentrates on the three p s populism
polarization and post truths all of which are as old as time but are combined
by today s autocrats to undermine democratic life in new and frightening ways
power has not changed but the way people go about gaining it and using it has
been transformed the revenge of power connects the dots between global events
and political tactics that when taken together show a profound and often
stealthy transformation in power and politics worldwide using the best
available data and insights taken from recent research in the social sciences
naím reveals how on close examination the same set of strategies to consolidate
power pop up again and again in places with vastly different political economic
and social circumstances and offers insights about what can be done to ensure
that freedom and democracy prevail the outcomes of these battles for power will
determine if our future will be more autocratic or more democratic these
outcomes will in turn depend on the capacity of our democracies to survive the
attacks and dirty tricks of autocratic leaders bent on weakening the checks and
balances that limit their power naím addresses the questions at the heart of
the matter what are in practice those attacks and tricks why is power
concentrating in some places while in others it is fragmenting and degrading
and the big question what is the future of freedom

The Post Cold War World

2018-12-14

un retrato del mundo que no renuncia a un futuro más optimista desde la mirada
de uno de los analistas más influyentes de la actualidad a pocas personas les
cabe el mundo en la cabeza cuando algo raro ocurre en venezuela ucrania en
corea en alemania o en brasil me digo siempre lomismo qué pensará sobre esto
moisés naím siempre da una respuesta inteligente y original héctor abad
faciolince incluso en estos tiempos convulsos de polarización política y
crispación social el analista moisés naím es capaz de observar el mundo con su
habitual perspicacia lo que nos está pasando reúne muchas de las columnas que
ha publicado en prensa en españa de la mano del diario el país desde 2016 con
el objetivo de ofrecer una mirada serena y analítica sobre los problemas del
mundo el alcance es realmente global desde el auge de trump o bolsonaro hasta
la pandemia de la covid 19 pasando por la invasión rusa de ucrania y el
conflicto entre israel y palestina además texto a texto va desplegando una
batería de claves necesarias para construir un futuro con mayor prosperidad
libertad y justicia la crítica ha dicho otro libro original de un pensador
original que ofrece una perspectiva global única sobre el populismo y el poder
anne applebaum sobre la revancha de los poderosos moisés naím es un agudo
observador de la realidad sociopolítica contemporánea a nadie puede extrañar
que haya escrito un libro brillante sobre los riesgos a los que se enfrenta la
democracia liberal manuel arias maldonado el español el fin del poder cambiará
tu manera de leer las noticias tu manera de pensar en política y tu manera de
mirar al mundo bill clinton en la revancha de los poderosos moisés naím uno de
los observadores más agudos de la política mundial cataloga exhaustivamente las
amenazas a la democracia por parte de dictadores populistas y empresas durante
estos últimos años y establece paralelos perspicaces a través de ámbitos muy
dispares una obra importante y oportuna frank fukuyama muchos se conforman con
la versión simple y estereotipada de un suceso buenos y malos decentes e
inmorales ricos y pobres quienes quieren saber más leen a moisés naím yoani
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sánchez sobre repensar el mundo 101 sorpresas del siglo xxi

International Communication

2018-12-27

Investigative Journalism in Changing Times

2022-12-30

La revancha de los poderosos: Cómo los autócratas
están reinventando la política en el siglo XXI / The
Revenge of Power

2022-03-08

Lo que nos está pasando

2024-03-14
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